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Hadassah Films Item Level Database

Background
I have been working with Hadassah’s film collection for approximately a year and a half, creating an item level MS Access database of the films. I am cataloging each film individually, noting as much information as I can, particularly annotations on cans, reels, leader, and any condition anomalies I can spot without actually unwinding the reels. There are currently over 300 items listed in the database. Initially, MIAP Professor Mona Jimenez gave Hadassah a version of the IMAP template, which the onsite archivist and I modified slightly to suit the particular collection.  I have also written fairly detailed specifications into the metadata description fields to indicate standards for each field. In this paper, I will be describing the set up of the database, how it functions, and how I foresee its use in creating access to the film collection. I will also describe other possibilities for creating access to the collection, using resources at the Center for Jewish History and other methods.
The database has been set up as follows (See screenshot 1 for further information). Data entry is done in the Entry Form, which consists of 45 fields, ranging from the item’s assigned control number and the entry date to check boxes to flag for vinegar syndrome testing and yes / no boxes to indicate whether the item has been cataloged in the Steven Spielberg Jewish Film Archive database. Most of the included fields were derived from the IMAP template. A few fields were added to create authority lists (derivation of running time, for example, often comes from the Spielberg database or Hadassah print materials, as Hadassah does not have on site film equipment). Finally, a few check boxes and yes/ no fields were added to indicate whether the Spielberg database or Hadassah print materials contained information about the items, whether housing needed to be replaced, and whether annotations on the film and its housing offered conflicting information (in several cases can annotations gave conflicting titles or print numbers).
Data entry is done in the Entry Form, and can be viewed in various configurations through several other forms, ranging from alpha by title to condition ranking order, as well as through queries, which can generate a list of all film titles held (without listing each print of the film). Data can also be viewed and printed out using reports, but I have found the forms to be easier to manipulate, so I tend to use those instead.

Screenshot 1
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Relationship to Steven Spielberg Jewish Film Archive
	As a result of an archival campaign headed by the founder of Hadassah’s Film Department (now Video and Production) in the late 60s and early 70s, those camera originals known to exist and many of the master edits of Hadassah’s films have been housed with other Zionist film collections at the Steven Spielberg Jewish Film Archive in Jerusalem (a joint project of the Central Zionist Archives and the Hebrew University of Jerusalem). 
I was able to spend May, June and July of 2006 at the Spielberg Archive doing a detailed examination of a good number (around 100) of the Hadassah films in that collection, getting a sense of what films they have and the films’ condition. Because the films exist both at Hadassah House, and at the Spielberg Archive, I have tried to keep track, in the record of each film print, whether the film title exists in the Spielberg Archive, or at least in its fairly comprehensive online database, available through its website (www.spielbergfilmarchive.org.il/). A number of Hadassah’s films have been digitized by the Spielberg Archive and can be viewed on their web pages.

Basic Fields
	To the best of my knowledge, the fields derived from the IMAP template include: Entry Date, Shelf Location, Format, (Film) Gauge, Generation, Reel #, Production Date, Running Time, Film Length, Title, Sub-Title, Color, Sound, Language, Subtitles, Geographic Location, Housing, Core / Reel Type, Housing Notes, Container Annotations, Film Condition, Condition Notes, Other Copies, Description, Credits and General Note. Control # may also have come with the IMAP template. The metadata and standards for these fields will be discussed further on. 
Added Fields
	The Microsoft Access database creates an ID field for its own purposes. Jessica Weglein, a former in house archivist for Hadassah, initially adapted the database to include fields: Old Item #, Film Print #, Project Topic, and not to include several fields (I don’t remember which ones) that did not seem related to Hadassah’s collection of films. I added check boxes for: Damaged Can, Wrong Size Can, Rusting Can, Annotation Discrepancy, Damaged Film, Vinegar Flag, and Action Taken. I also added Yes/No fields for whether the film was listed in the Spielberg catalog and whether Hadassah has supporting print materials listing the film.  Jessica and I also decided to add a Film Base field.
Authority Fields
	At some point, Jessica and I decided to add several fields to track where the information recorded in certain fields had come from. As Hadassah House does not have an on site film lab or film viewing equipment, I could not physically examine the films on a rewind or use a counter to establish film length. In order to add this necessary information to the database, I had to refer to the Spielberg database or Hadassah print materials (film department press releases or old catalogs) in order to get the standard lengths and running times, as well as synopses of films. I added several fields in order to note the sources of this information: Production Date Source, Source of Run Time, Source of Film Length, and Description Source.
Metadata & Field Properties

	I have created a detailed list of metadata and field properties in the database, using the MS Access table design property. (See Metadata – Field Properties Screenshot below). In the small window that controls the database, I click on Tables in the list of Objects on the left side, then on TblFilmInventory (the name of my database table) in the window on the right when it appears, and then hit Design in the menu bar at the top of the small window (or alt+D). (Note that no Forms can be open when the design view of the table is being viewed or edited). 
Small window for managing database
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	Once the Table Design window is open (shown below as Metadata – Field Properties Screenshot), the database shows a list of all 45 fields, their field properties (yes/no, checkbox, text, etc.) and my descriptions and instructions for each. I also try to back up this information by keeping a hard copy and an MS word copy of it, although I find it more useful (and easy to access) to store it in the database in this way.  

Metadata – Field Properties Screenshot
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Condition field: “1-good, 2-fair, 3-poor, 4-needs attention (1 - few problems, no problems. 2 - several minor problems. 3 - multiple problems or more major issues (serious lint, splices, damage to sprocket holes). 4 - serious problems (missing footage, vinegar, bad case).”

Details of Form Properties & Metadata
	Certain fields are standardized according to wider film / archival standards, such as film length and running time, and these standards have been build in to the fields (running time, for example, can only be entered in the format 00:00:00 or 00:00:00 [approx], where 0 can be any number 1-9). Other fields are standardized through the use of pull down lists (to avoid 16mm vs. 16 mm, or 166mm). Some fields are set to auto enter information – Control # calculates the next number and adds a “-F” (film) to it, and Gauge automatically enters 16mm in a new entry because all the films at Hadassah House have been 16mm so far (auto entries are correctable during data entry in any case). Some of the field names are slightly different on the entry screen (generally due to lack of space) than on the Field Properties List. Container Number, for example, shows up on the entry form as Old Item #. 
	I have been assigning each film a control number generated by the database – labeling the film cans and reels (in one or two cases, cores) with the number. The numbers are three digits long, starting from 001, and followed by a dash and an abbreviated format (F – Film, and theoretically, U – Umatic, D – DVD). The control numbers simply give Hadassah (and database users) a system of referring to items. Entry date, used to keep track of when data was entered (and potentially when items were cursorily examined), is entered as two digits each for month and date and four digits for year, separated by slashes. Container number (aka Old Item #) simply notes any item numbers that may have been written on the container from previous numbering systems. Format is a pull down list, offering Film, Umatic and Video, however only film has been needed, and film enters automatically in new records. 
	Film Print Number is taken verbatim from the container or reel. Usually films are labeled “Tomorrow’s A Wonderful Day #3” or “Choices – Print 5.” If a film is labeled something similar to “Can You Hear Me – B2562,” this number, clearly not a print number, would be considered an old item number and would go in that field. Film Gauge is offered as a pull down list, consisting of 35mm, 16mm, 8mm and is auto entered as 16mm on new records, because most, if not all films at Hadassah House exist in this format only. Film Base is also a pull down list, with choices Acetate, Polyester, Unknown and Nitrate. Bases are established either through holding the film up to the light or polarized lenses, unless the container, reel, or leader clearly states base material. 
	Film Generation offers a pull down list containing: Negative, Print, InterNegative, ReversalPositive. It has been set to auto enter Print, the most common case. Hadassah’s films were generally created on reversal stock, making genuine “negatives” quite unusual, and in some cases, Hadassah House does seem to have the camera original (reversal positive), or a negative made from it (interNegative), hence, the unusual categories. Title is taken from the leader, reel, and / or can, however I have tried to standardize titles based on Hadassah print materials and Spielberg catalog entries. I have also tried to standardize the Sub-Title (secondary title, parenthetical title, etc) field, so that I search for titles more easily and that I don’t end up with a list of titles that includes three separate entries for every misspelling or variation on “360,000 & Me,” or similar film titles that can be written in a variety of ways.
	Reel # is used to indicate if the film comes from a series of reels. I can’t think of any Hadassah films that should be listed as anything other than 1 of 1, however a few exist in the collection at the Spielberg Archive (“Tomorrow’s A Wonderful Day,” for example, exists there as 5 reels of 35mm or 2 reels of 16mm, so one of these would be cataloged as 1 of 5, 2 of 5, etc, or 1 of 2, 2 of 2, if it went in my database). Date of production is a pull down menu listing the number 0 and years from 1941 through 2006. The year is entered as four digits, unless it is unknown, which is entered as 0. If an exact year is unknown, but a decade or part of a decade is given (i.e. 1940s or early 60s) on the container, reel, leader or in print materials / Spielberg catalog, I will make an estimate for the year and try to include a note in the General Notes field that the date is an estimate. The date may also be estimated from the edge code on the film. If I used edge code dating, I would list this in the Production Date Source field as well.  
	Running Time is usually taken from print sources or the Spielberg catalog, and listed in the format 00:00:00 or can be listed as 00:00:00 [approx] if I derived it from the footage or run time scale printed on the reel or made a general sight based estimate. My source or method would be indicated in the Run Time Source field. Credits are taken from container / reel / leader annotations or from print materials / the Spielberg catalog. The field has a character limit that I haven’t felt the need to change, and I usually enter only director and screenwriter, or any unusual cast or crew. I might also enter “JNF” or another group name if the film was made by a particular group with (or occasionally without) Hadassah. The Language field is limited to a drop down list that contains: English, Hebrew, Hebrew and English, Silent and Unknown. Hadassah’s films are almost always in English and / or Hebrew; once in a while a film has no sound track. Occasionally a film will not be identifiable, and since I can’t listen to it, I will list it as Unknown. If a film has no sound component (i.e. no optical sound printed on and no mag sound), I will list it as silent. So far I haven’t identified any film containing only sound.
	Shelf Location refers to the storage location of the item. The field appears as a pull down list, containing Video Archive, Hadassah Archive, and Warehouse, however I haven’t used anything other than Video Archive, because so far I have only been looking at the films on site at the Hadassah House Video & Production Department. I believe there are filmstrips located at the Hadassah Archive (at the Center for Jewish History). I don’t think there are any films at the warehouse, but I’m not entirely sure. 
Project Topic refers to the different projects that Hadassah runs (and makes films about) – the field’s drop down list contains: HMO (Hadassah’s Hospital & Medical Organization), Youth Aliyah (initially bringing endangered European Jewish Children to Israel, now helping disadvantaged Israeli youth), Membership (increasing & supporting members), Young Judea (youth programs), HCCI (career counseling), JNF (the Jewish National Fund, tree planting in Israel), Hadassah College (Jerusalem), Other, and Unknown. For Hadassah, these are important categories, and I believe researchers might also want to look up which films relate to a particular project.
The Sound field is set to auto enter Yes, because most films do have sound. Its drop down menu also includes No and Unknown. Color is also set to auto enter Yes, and its drop down list also includes B &W and Tint (one film is actually tinted red). The Housing field gives a choice of Metal, Plastic, Cardboard and Mixed (one film was housed in a cardboard box and a metal can). I have not made a distinction between square plastic cans and round ones, or between inert plastic and other plastic. 
Housing Notes is a free text field, although I try to format it in a similar way for each item, as follows: Plastic can: good condition. Plastic reel: cracked in three places, listing material of can and its condition and then material of reel/core and its condition. The Condition field is used to rank the film’s condition and needs / priority. I try to follow fairly specific guidelines (see just below Metadata – Field Properties Screenshot) in ranking the films. The Condition field gives a pull down list consisting of: 1 – good, 2 – fair, 3 – poor, and 4 – needs attention. I use the 1 category if I can’t see any major problems, and the 4 category if there is a major problem (damage, burns, color fading, evidence of vinegar syndrome, for example) or something that needs to be done / looked at (the can or reel is broken or the wrong size, the core/reel is missing, inexplicable phenomena). I rank films 2 if I can see a couple of minor issues, and 3 if there are multiple problems or a serious issue that doesn’t require immediate attention (a splice or sprocket hole repair needs to be re/done, for example).
Condition Notes is the field for explaining the condition ranking and noting any relevant details about repairs, splices, edge repair / damage, missing footage, burns, bad winds, or any other notable details about the condition of the film. If I had given the film a 4 ranking because it was in a can that was too small or a reel that was jagged or bent, I would note that here as well as in the housing notes. 
Core/Reel Type can be listed as either Metal or Plastic. The Additional Copies field is not really used at this point. Initially, I was entering the control numbers of other prints of the film in each record for one of the prints, but this became too complicated and time consuming. I also tried to enter the numbers of the DVDs that were made from the films at one point, but this also became time consuming, and the DVDs apparently do not function properly, so I have stopped using this field, but retain it for future use. The Description field contains the synopsis of the film, generally obtained from Hadassah print materials or from the Spielberg catalog. The source of the synopsis is noted in the Description Source field. 
Geographic Location indicates where filming took place. The drop down list options include: US, Israel, Israel and US, International, and Unknown. The Subtitles checkbox is used to indicate whether the film contains subtitles. Film Length is entered as 0000 ft, and is generally taken from an approximation based on examining the item or listings in Hadassah print materials or in the Spielberg catalog. Container Annotations is used for listing annotations and labels on the can, the reel / core and on the leader. I list these in the following format: Top address label: "Consulate of Israel [Curacao address]." Top red dot: "918." Side label: “Hands of Healing." Side annotation: "HH - 24[?]" Reel label: “Consulate of Israel [Curacao address]."
General Note includes whether the item is listed in Hadassah materials and / or in the Spielberg catalog, a summary of any actions taken by archivist (if I re-housed it, for example), and any other notes that might not fit in other fields, as well as reminders of need for further action or other issues. The Spielberg checkbox is checked if the title appears in the Spielberg catalog. Hadassah is checked if the title is listed in Hadassah print materials (film index cards, transfer lists, flyers, catalogs, etc.). Core /Reel can be set to Core or Reel to indicate how the film is stored. Damaged Container is checked if the can is damaged, rusty or dented. Annotation Discrepancy is checked if the can, reel and /or leader list two separate titles or other confusing / contradictory information. Vinegar Flag is checked if the film is acetate (or unknown) base and smells of vinegar or shows other signs that create concern for vinegar syndrome. 
Reel Container Size Mismatch is flagged if the can is too small, big, or otherwise not a good fit for the film (16mm film in 35mm case, dented case, etc.). Damaged film is checked for edge repair, sprocket damage / repair, splices, torn film, burns, fabric or other materials stuck to film or splices / sprocket tape, warping, and other signs of damage to the film. Action Taken is checked if the archivist (me) has taken any action, such as re-housing, altering housing, removing print materials from film cans and the like. This would also be noted in the General Note field. Rusting Can is checked if there is evidence of rust on a metal can. Damage to plastic cans would be indicated with the Damaged Container checkbox and in Housing Notes and General Note. 
  
Forms
	The database contains several forms: the Entry Form, based on the IMAP template and customized by Jessica Weglein and later by me, and the forms I have created, Alpha Stats, Recent 1st Stats, Documentation Location, Condition Report – Poor First, Alpha Simple, and Descriptions. (See image below).
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	I created the Forms aside from the Entry Form in order to be able to view and print out information in particular formats and in specific list orders. These forms have been useful to me and to my supervisors at Hadassah, and colleagues at the Spielberg Archive, and I believe that some of them could be useful as guides for researchers. The Alpha Stats Form, for example, gives information about each item, listing titles in alphabetic order. The Alpha Simple gives a simplified and easier to look at version of this information. Recent 1st Stats gives the list of films in the order I enter them, with more recent ones first. Documentation location tells me whether films are listed in Hadassah and in Spielberg’s listings. Condition Report – Poor First gives me a list of the films in order of their condition ranking (with the 4 – needs attention rank showing first), so that I can see which films need the most attention. Descriptions gives me a clean printout of the descriptions for each film, in alphabetic order by title, so I have easy access to synopses.

Queries
	In addition to using forms, I have also designed several queries to give me specific (and printable) information about the films I have entered. Using some SQL coding that I picked up from the help menu, I was able to design a query to list unique titles (i.e. list at title once, even if 5 copies of it have been entered), so that I have a list of film titles entered. 
I also created a query to list each title and whether it appears in Hadassah and Spielberg listings. This can be sorted by the Spielberg checkbox and then the Hadassah checkbox simultaneously to tell me which films are not listed in either place, and then which titles appear only in Hadassah materials and are not listed in the Spielberg catalog. This query can indicate if the Spielberg Archive might not have a copy of a particular film, which is useful both for Hadassah and the Spielberg Archive to know. I also created a Listings query to show the entered items in alphabetic order by title with their project topics and the Spielberg and Hadassah checkboxes.

Queries
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Ideas for Further Access
	So far, the database has been used for my access, and for me to give print outs and summaries to others at Hadassah (the Video & Production Department, the former archivist at Hadassah House, my current archivist supervisor, Susan Woodland, at the Center for Jewish History (CJH) Hadassah Archive), and at the Spielberg Archive. If researchers are interested in Hadassah’s films, currently they would have to contact Susan Woodland, the Hadassah archivist at CJH, who would either provide related print materials or other materials at CJH, or would ask me whether I knew of a copy of a particular film in the Video & Production department. 
	Susan and I have spoken before about making copies of films available at CJH (using Spielberg’s digitalized materials on DVD or via web stream) once a computer / media area has been set up for this purpose. I think it would be useful for researchers to be able to access a simplified version of the database that I have been working on as well, particularly if they are looking for films that the Spielberg Archive doesn’t have, or hasn’t digitized yet, or if they are interested in looking at the actual film prints for a particular aspect of their research. 

Finding Aid
	I had thought at one point of creating a finding aid for researchers based on the database. I think that it might suffice to simply use, or perhaps modify, one of my forms, and offer that as a sort of finding aid. (See below, selections from several forms). 
Alpha Stats Simple Form
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Unique Titles By Location
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Film Descriptions Form
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	I think any one of these forms could be useful as a finding aid. It might also be useful to list films grouped by their project topic for those researchers who were interested in a particular aspect of Hadassah’s history or the history of a particular project.  
MARC
	I think that between the IMAP template influence on the database and my own ability to work with databases, it would not be too difficult to create at least some basic MARC records out of the information in this database. It might be useful to create MARC records in order to integrate at least some elements of the database into a broader library or archival system. As the database has been created at the item level, it can be both adapted to complex systems such as MARC and to the (generally) less detailed system of the finding aid. I think it might be useful to create both the more specific MARC records and the more general finding aid to offer a more thorough range of access formats, and to cater to different populations that may be interested in the collection.
 
Center for Jewish History
	The Center for Jewish History (CJH), as the central repository for Hadassah’s archival material, and as a far ranging collective of Jewish archives, seems to me to be the best place to offer access to the film collection. I am not sure that CJH would be the ideal place to store or view the films, due to space issues and other film archival considerations. I think it would be the best place to offer researchers collection information and ideally DVD copies of the films. 
Having a version of the database and access to the digitized films (even via web to Spielberg) would probably create as much access as most researchers would want. While I have heard that filmmakers in Israel often express interest in licensing segments of Hadassah films, I doubt that most Hadassah members or researchers even know that Hadassah made films, starting in the 1940s, and ending in the 1990s, when they switched to video production. It would be wonderful to offer not only the information but also some of the films themselves, to researchers at CJH. I think that creating an access point from the item level database would be a major step in this direction.
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